COVID-19 Statement

The safety of all players and volunteers are of the highest priority. The Sacramento Post has altered the format of the tournament to comply with State/County mandated safety and social distancing requirements, including:

- All participants must wear masks and keep at least 6 feet distance around others (not in your foursome) in the rest rooms and all other common areas such as the clubhouse and snack bar.

- Each sponsorship that has company representative at the hole are allowed a maximum of 2 people from their firm and must have hand sanitizer for all to use.

- Limited on-course games/contests at specified holes which can be done safely and with the players’ own equipment.

- Registration and tickets for any item or event will require a separate ticket (i.e. raffle, mulligans, etc.) and will be handled online to the greatest extent possible.

- Possible modified shotgun start that allows for more spacing between foursomes.

- To the extent possible, reduced sharing of carts (i.e., single rider carts). Carts are limited, and those not wanting to share golf carts may be required to walk using a pull cart.

- Modified on-course beverage ice chests/cooler distribution to maximize social distancing. Expanded beverage distribution through the use of single individuals operating beverage carts on the course.

- Replaced the breakfast buffet with a boxed hot breakfast.

- Outdoor lunch BBQ with required social distancing and limits on number of individuals being served at any time.

This year, the tournament awards and door prize winners will be announced as part of our virtual awards ceremony!

Prior to the event, all players and volunteers will be provided a detailed summary of COVID-19 safety guidelines and procedures that will need to be followed, as well as a detailed summary of the day’s events.

Note, all participants will be required to agree to the terms laid out in the SAME Sacramento Post Event Waiver.